TEACHING FOR TOMORROW

How to equip today’s students for the future

Students in classrooms today will enter a world very different to the one their teachers and parents have known.

In light of the uncertainty that lies ahead, it is more important than ever that educators keep their finger on the pulse of technological and societal trends in order to help students prepare for them.

SESSION OVERVIEW

IN THIS RESEARCH-RICH & COMPELLING KEYNOTE PRESENTATION, AUDIENCES DISCOVER:

01 The key SOCIAL and TECHNOLOGY TRENDS that will shape the future including Artificial Intelligence, robotics and automation

02 The SKILLS and COMPETENCIES that young people will need in order to be future-fit

03 Why and how EDUCATION PRACTICES and PARADIGMS must evolve in the coming years

04 A range of PROVEN and PRACTICAL STRATEGIES for making classroom learning RELEVANT to the next generation of learners

Audience members will leave this presentation with a clear action plan for engaging today’s students while equipping them for tomorrow.

TEACHING FOR TOMORROW is an ideal stand-alone conference keynote or an extended half or full day program.

"Michael is an incredibly entertaining and thought-provoking speaker."

60 MINUTES

michaelmcqueen.net

Michael has helped our staff develop powerful new approaches.

PRINCIPAL, KILLARA HIGH SCHOOL

"A fascinating insight into the modern generation of students."

AUSTRALIAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, SINGAPORE